
DEAR MEDIA PARTNERS AND ORTLIEB FRIENDS,

You can expect numerous exciting and innovative products for 2017. ORTLIEB Sportartikel GmbH, leading manufacturer 
of waterproof outdoor and bicycle equipment, presents a new collection of waterproof gear for the outdoor and bike mar-
ket. As all waterproof ORTLIEB products, also the new collection is manufactured at our production site in Heilsbronn, 
Germany.

Our series for bikepacking includes – the Seat-Pack, Handle-bar-Pack, Accessory-Pack and Frame-Pack. The Seat-Pack 
is a spacious saddle bag with roll closure ensuring to keep you gear dry. The Handlebar-Pack is a cylindrical roll ideal 
for storing a sleeping bag and keeping it dry in any weather condition. The Accessory-Pack increases the volume of the 
Handlebar-Pack or can be used individually as a handlebar bag. ORTLIEB‘s Frame-Pack is designed for transporting 
heavy gear in a central position on your bike.

Our newcomers Rack-Box and Ultimate Insert are made of a new material, EPP (expanded polypropylene). The food 
grade material has high insulation properties making the Rack-Box ideal for shopping. It has a volume of 18 liters and 
features the Rack-Lock adapter. The EPP insert for the Ultimate6 M is also ideal as cooler, thus increasing the field of 
applications of handlebar bags.

Our Trunk-Bag, the proven „trunk“ for your rack is now available with a roll-over closure with Velcro fasteners. Thanks to 
the Rack-Lock adapter, the Trunk-Bag RC (12 liters) is compatible with almost all standard racks.

ORTLIEB’s handlebar bag portfolio is expanded with the slightly more compact version Ultimate 6 S with 5 liters volume. 
It features a magnetic lid and a transparent sleeve for smartphone, GPS or map. 
The E-Bike adapter offers a solution for all those riding an E-bike and still wanting to bring along a handlebar bag or 
basket without repositioning their display. 

The Ultimate 6 Map Case is a universal map case with new mounting. It is compatible with all earlier generations of 
Ultimate handlebar bags and the Pro and Pro E versions. Safe-it comes in five sizes and two colors, and offers reliable 
protection from rain and dust for mobile devices. The five models are suitable for all standard mobile devices currently 
on the market.

In cooperation with the Austrian Alpine Rescue team (ÖBRD) ORTLIEB developed the Elevation Pro2. The waterproof 
alpine backpack with 42 L volume features a roll closure and a removable height adjustable lid.

And last but not least we will launch each four variations of the Back-Roller Design and Velocity Design. 

Waterproof regards from Heilsbronn, Germany

Please find high-resolution photographs, product texts and data sheets at: www.ortlieb.com/news_collection
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Data

Material PS21R

Volume 8-16,5 L /488-1007 cu.in.

Weight 456 g / 16.1 oz.

Colors slate

Waterproof Saddle Bag „Bikepacking“ 
As alternative to a backpack for the next mountain bike tour 
or for a micro-adventure, the Seat-Pack reigns as favorite 
among the new Bike-Packing line. Spacious and waterproof, the 
Seat-Pack fastens securely to the seat post and saddle rails 
of almost any bike. The Seat-Pack also blocks spray from the 
rear wheel like a mudguard. Designed to keep gear dry in all 
conditions, the volume adjusts between 8 L and 16.5 L (488 to 
1007 cu. In.)  thanks to the roll closure; a purge valve allows air 
to escape making tight packing easy. Robust fabrics, custom 
stiffeners with an optimized strap design ensure the Seat-Pack 
performs in harsh off road conditions. At 430 g / 15.2 oz. it is 
a real light weight. Further feature: shock cord panel for storing 
clothing or additional gear.

BIKEPACKING / SEAT-PACK
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Data

Material PS21R

Volume 4 L / 244 cu.in.  6 L/366 cu.in.

Weight 186 g / 6.6 oz  232 g / 8.2 oz.

Colors slate

Waterproof Frame Bag „Bikepacking“ 
ORTLIEB‘s Frame-Pack for Bike-Packing is perfect for your next 
micro-adventure. The Frame-Pack is designed to hold heavy 
gear, e.g. tools or food, in a central position close to your bicycle 
frame. Strong and sturdy Velcro straps ensure tight and secure 
fixing to inside the triangle of the bike frame. The straps are 
individually adjustable along the bag‘s circumference for perfect 
fit to the frame geometry. The waterproof zipper and the welded 
sturdy nylon fabric keep your gear 100% dry in severe weather.
ORTLIEB‘s Frame-Pack will be available in two sizes: 4 liters/ 
244 cu.in or 6 liters/ 366 cu.in.

BIKEPACKING / FRAME-PACK

PVC
freeIP 64

PVC
freeIP 67



Data

Material PS21R

Volume 3,5 L

Weight 204 g

Colors slate

Waterproof Extra Capacity „Bikepacking“ 
The Accessory-Pack increases the capacity of the Bike-Packing 
Handlebar-Pack. It can attach directly to the bars by means 
of strong hook and loop fasteners, but can also quickly and 
safely attach to the outside of the Handlebar-Pack by means of 
adjustable metal hooks. Using a waterproof fold over closure, 
3.5 L / 214 cu. In. of gear can be quickly accessed from the 
handlebars. The supplied strap allows the Accessory-Pack to be 
carried as a shoulder or hip pack. Weighs 206 g/ 7.3 oz.

BIKEPACKING / ACCESSORY-PACK
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Data

Material PS21R

Volume 15 L /915 cu.in.

Weight 420 g /14.8 oz.

Colors slate

Waterproof Handlebar Bag „Bikepacking“ 
The Handlebar-Pack ensures balanced weight and load distri-
bution on your bicycle. Ideal for all-weather off-road adventures, 
the Handlebar-Pack for bike packing keeps gear secure and dry 
in all weather conditions. The cylindrical form is ideal for soft, 
stuffable items like a fleece or a sleeping bag. The pack only 
weighs 420 g/ 14.7 oz. yet holds up to 15 L / 915 cu.in. and 
features 4 attachments for more storage capacity by adding the 
Accessory-Pack. Further gear can be stowed externally, using 
the compression straps and shock cord.  Spacers and 2 straps 
with side release buckles and Velcro attachment secure the 
bag to handlebars. Inner stiffeners and a stem strap improve 
security and stability. Velcro fasteners ensure safe mounting to 
your bike.

BIKEPACKING / HANDLEBAR-PACK

PVC
freeIP 64

PVC
freeIP 64



Data

Material nylon fabric, PU-laminated

Volume 42 + 4 L /  2563 + 244 cu.in.

Weight 1700 g / 60 oz.

Colors slate

Waterproof Heavy Duty Alpine Backpack
The Elevation Pro2 is a waterproof alpine backpack with 
roll closure and a removable height adjustable lid. The 42 L 
pack was developed in cooperation with the Austrian Alpine 
Rescue team (ÖBRD). 

The pack was designed for heavy duty use in alpine terrain 
and expeditions where 100% predection against all we-
athers and durability and long-life is required. Numerous 
design features and low weight make it perfect for de-
manding climbs and expedition where every ounce counts 
without sacrificing sturdyness or waterproofness. Its slim 
shape and clear design underline the high expectations of 
a mountain rescue team for a pack offering reliable predec-
tion from rain and humidity during challenging trips in rock, 
snow and ice. A roll closure reliably predects your gear 
from rain and humidity. 
The Elevation Pro2 features a waterproof zippered pocket 
on top of the lid accessible from the outside. A rope can 
be quickly attached to the lid thanks to a fixing strap. The 
lid compartment with 4 L volume can be entirely taken 
off, just as the waist strap (with gear loops and zippered 
pockets). This allows for an individual adaption for multiple 
purposes of the pack. 
A lateral zipper allows quick access to the main compart-
ment, as an alternative to the roll closure. Further features 
include an ice axe mounting and an alloy buckle for the 
modified waist strap. A subdivided inner pocket allows for 
storing an optional hydration system.

Accessories: waterproof outer pockets, bottle cage, mesh 
pocket, pads for supporting lateral compression straps

ORTLIEB ELEVATION PRO2
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Data

Material PS36C (Plus) / PD620/PS490 (Classic)

Volume 5 L / 306 cu.in.

Weight 606 g /21.4 oz. (Plus) / 664 g / 22.8 oz. (Classic)

Colors
PLUS: lime moss green, signal red-dark chili, denim steelb-
lue, granit-black / CLASSIC: black, red-black, ultrama-
rin-black, yellow-black

Data

Material Expanded polypropylene

Volume 18 L  /1098 cu.in.

Weight 990 g / 34.9 oz.

Colors black

ORTLIEB ULTIMATE6 S PLUS/CLASSIC

ORTLIEB RACK-BOX

Please find high-resolution photographs, product texts and data sheets at: www.ortlieb.com/news_collection
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PVC
free

IP 54

IP 54

IP 64
RACK
LOCK

PVC
free

Waterproof handlebar bag with lid  
ORTLIEB’s handlebar bag portfolio is expanded with the com-
pact version Ultimate6 S. With 5 liters volume it is small but 
smart. Ultimate6 S features a magnetic lid and a transparent 
sleeve for smartphone, GPS or map. The lockable mounting 
(for handlebar diameters up to 31.8 mm) ensures that the 
bag stays where it is supposed to be. A zippered inner pocket 
keeps things in place. The shoulder strap is easy to use with 
its new fixing clip; a reflector ensures safety. Ultimate6 S is 
available in four colors and as Classic or Plus version. Of cour-
se it is compatible with ORTLIEB‘s new E-bike adapter and the 
Rixen&Kaul’s KLICKfix mounting.  

Waterproof EPP Transport Box  
The waterproof transport box is made of EPP (expanded polyp-
ropylene). The food graded material has high insulation pro-
perties and is therefore ideal for shopping and cooling. Drinks 
and food for an outdoor picknick can be safely transported 
even in summer time. Its top is secured with a buckled strap 
that can also be fixed to the outside for even more volume. 
With a maximum capacity of 10 kg /22 lbs., the Rack-Box has 
a volume of 18 liters. Recessed handles on the sides and a 
carrying strap assist in secure transport when taken off the 
rack. With the Rack-Lock adapter which received the Eurobike 
Award 2015, the box can be easily mounted onto almost any 
standard rack with a width of 60 mm to 160 mm. A reflector 
ensures safety at night.



Data

Material nylon fabric, PU-laminated, transparent PU foil

Weight S (14 g/0.5oz.), M (16 g/0.6oz.), L (22 g/0.8oz.), XL (34 g/1.2oz.), XXL (44 g/1.6oz.)

Colors black-transparent; lime-transparent

Dimensi-
ons

(internal dimensions!): S (14x8 cm/5.5x3.2in.), M (16x9 cm/6.3x3.5in.), L (18x10 
cm/7.1x3.9in.), XL (21x15 cm/8.3x5.9in.), XXL (25x18 cm/9.8x7.1in.)

ORTLIEB SAFE-IT

Please find high-resolution photographs, product texts and data sheets at: www.ortlieb.com/news_collection
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Data

Material transparent PU foil

Dimensions 28 x 27 cm/11 x 10.6 in.

Weight 84g/ 3 oz.

Colors black

PVC
freeIP 64

PVC
free

IP 64

Sturdy predection for electronic devices
Safe-it comes in five sizes and two colors, and offers reliable 
predection from rain and dust for mobile devices. The various 
models – two sizes for tablets or E-readers, three sizes for 
smartphones or GPS, allow operation of your device through 
the foil. All lateral buttons are also operable. Photographs can 
be taken with the gadget inside the waterproof predection, a 
transparent slot allows photos to be taken inside the water-
proof sleeve according to IP64 standard. A handy neck cord 
allows fixing and carrying. Sizes S and M have further llops 
for mounting to a belt or backpack. The five models cover all 
standard dimensions of smartphones and tablets. With the 
optional accessory for a handlebar mounting (article code 
F1420), Safe-it can also be fixed to the Ultimate handlebar 
bags.   

ORTLIEB MAP CASE FOR  
ULTIMATE HANDLEBAR BAGS

Universal Map Case with New Mounting
The Ultimate6 Map Case is a universal map case with new 
mounting. It is fixed to the handlebar bag with four adjustable 
mounting hooks each with an elastic individually adaptable 
cord. The map case can be used in any length and for all map 
formats, and it is compatible with all earlier generations of 
Ultimate handlebar bags and the Pro and Pro E versions. The 
new mounting allows quick mounting and removal of the bag; 
there are no unnecessary components on the bag itself. This 
map case (without hooks) can also be used conventionally 
without the handlebar bag e.g. for hiking.  



Waterproof daypack with all-over print
The new designs of the classic pack Velocity are called 
„Pixel“, „IP64“, „Vertigo“ and „Subway“. This is the right 
backpack if you like to unite trendy style and uncomproi-
sing function. Velocity Design is made of robust, waterpro-
of polyester fabric featuring a roll closure. The large main 
compartment offers 24 L/1465 cu.in. volume. A zippered 
inner pocket keeps things organized. The foam back, 
ergonomic shoulder and waist strap ensure comfortable 
carrying. An edge predector on the lower corners predects 
from abrasion. The Velcro pad allows fixing a rear light or 
bike helmet. 

ORTLIEB VELOCITY DESIGN

Data

Material polyester, Cordura, PVC-coated

Volume 24 L/1465 cu.in.

Weight 1010 g/35.7 oz.

Colors
PIXEL: black; IP64: orange-black; VERTIGO: black-white; 
SUBWAY: petrol-black

Please find high-resolution photographs, product texts and data sheets at: www.ortlieb.com/news_collection
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Data

Material nylon fabric, PU-laminated

Volume 12 L/732 cu.in.

Weight 825 g/29.1 oz.

Colors slate-black, signal red-dark chilli

Waterproof Trunk-Bag with Roll Closure 
Based on the proven Trunk-Bag the RC version has a roll-over 
closure with Velcro fasteners. The bag‘s closure serves at the 
same time as handle. Featuring the Rack-Lock adapter which 
received the Eurobike Award it is compatible with almost any 
standard rack with a width of 60 mm - 160 mm, and can be 
taken off the rack with one grip. Easy to handle and remove 
with one hand. With its shoulder strap, the reflector and a 
storage capacity of 12 liters/732 cu.in. the Trunk-Bag RC is 
ideal for extended bike touring or a shopping trip. Maximum 
capacity is 10 kg/ 22 lbs. The bag is made of a sturdy ripstop 
nylon fabric and offers further features; reflector and loop for 
fixing a bike light (not included) for increased safety, an outer 
pocket (not waterproof) and an inner pocket with snap hook 
keep things like mobile phone, wallet and keys organized 
even when fully packed. The Trunk-Bag RC is available in two 
colors.

ORTLIEB TRUNK-BAG RC

IP 64

IP 64
PVC
free

RACK
LOCK



Waterproof Bike Panniers with Roll Closure
A trip to the countryside, cycling to work or to the shops 
- the Back-Roller Design keeps you in the right mood
when you use one of the four variations: “Map”, “Lanes”,
“Sunny” and “Grid” each combines design and the proven
advantages of the Back-Roller. The waterproof rear pan-
niers are made of PD620 and PS490 and feature a roll
closure and QL2.1 rack mounting system. The automatical-
ly locking hooks allow quick and easy mounting to almost
any rack. This system is adjustable without any tools and
comes with 16 mm hooks which can be reduced by means
of inserts (included dimensions 8, 10 and 12 mm). The
lower redatable QL2.1 hook serves for additional support
of the pannier; it is covered with a soft anti-scratch surface
predecting the rack allowing easy adaption to all standard
carriers.
With the included shoulder strap, the Design Back-Rollers
can be nicely carried. Further features: inner pocket with
main compartment and zippered mesh pocket for keeping
things organized.

Note: Can be combined on the rack with Rack-Pack size S 
or M.

Optional accessories include: ORTLIEB pannier carrying 
system converting the bag into a backpack. 
Further accessories: Mesh Pocket, Bottle Cage, Outer Po-
cket size S, Anti-Theft Device, 20 mm QL2.1 hook.

ORTLIEB BACK-ROLLER DESIGN (PAIR)

Data

Material polyester, PVC-coated

Volume 40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)

Weight 1900 g / 67 oz. (pair)

Colors
MAP: asphalt-black; LANES: lime-black;  
SUNNY: sun yellow-black; GRID: white-black

Please find high-resolution photographs, product texts and data sheets at: www.ortlieb.com/news_collection
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